IN PROCESS WITH
JAHN SOOD

In his own words Jahn is a “composer of new folk operas.” He opened his
notebooks for us to reveal his drafts of the title song from The Disappearing
Man, revealing an intriguing combination of personal journaling and lyrics in
process. I was particularly delighted by the quantity of purely handwritten
work—you’ll observe that in the first typed copy of this lyric, what few alterations are being made are surgically precise.
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(Am) With / Slight of hand and a twist of my/my wri wrist
(G) I / have a / me pull a rabbit my/rabbited my hat and I
flower my fist/hat. And fl and a flowered fist.
(C) I’m in the alleyway preparing my tricks
(G) Outside the circus tent.

F

C

Not even I can see if there’s
E

Am

Anything left of me
(C)
I’ve been playing tricks for an

The Magician

For the dreaming/ers, the kids
But I don’t believe in magic anymore

(Am) With a slight of my hand and a twist of my wrist
(G) / rabbit my hat and / flower my fist
(C) I’m in the alley way preparing my tricks
(G) Outside the circus tent

And anyone who (G) believes
For and I always
But

Oh I can’t drag it on.

But I now that/ Even though the magic’s gone
I’ll go straight jacket swimming
Saw a girl in half
When she Only when we’re been whole again/she’s restored˛
Will the audience laugh
About the time that I took that dangerous bath
And the girl was cut in two.

Fig. 1

Tell us a little bit about The
Disappearing Man (inspiration, brief
summary, performance history, etc.)
Synopsis
The Disappearing Man is a new folk
opera that takes place backstage at
a small-time circus in 1936. While
the magician and his lovely assistant
fight to break free of the roles they’ve
always played and start anew, the
liontamer, ringmaster, acrobat and
clown make a desperate attempt to
keep the circus family together.
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I’ll make a bird disappear, and then fly return
In my/in the hand to the hands then turn into a cat
Of my stunning assistant to a frag
And And pull a mile of ribbon from the
Out of my hat from the top of my hat
And the audience crowds will cheer as they
Jiggle their fat and throw a coin
Into my cup

History
Dir. West Hyler (2017)
-Rep of St. Louis, Ignite! Festival
-NAMT "Other Shows You Should
Know Jukebox"
-Barn Arts Collective Residency
-MTF Residency at Playwrights
Downtown
Dir. Shakina Nayfack (2013-2014)
-TheatreWorks Silicon Valley, New
Works Festival
-Cloud City Brooklyn: AEA
Showcase
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‘Cause their I climbed up here / as I know
And the walk back down’s is too/steep long
And I’m lost
And the way back down’s too steep long
Alone with the cheers.

Fig. 2

-SPACE at Ryder Farm Residency
-Joe’s Pub Concert Version
-Shetler Studios: AEA 29-Hour
Reading
Dir. Brendan Shea (2009-2010)
-Independent Workshop with cast
from ART/MXAT Grad Acting
-Barrow Street / Process Group’s
Required Reading Series
-Small Theatre Alliance of Boston’s
Fever Fest 09
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Inspiration
In 2007, while on tour as lead guitarist
in Ezra Furman & the Harpoons I
stumbled across the autobiography
of Dexter Fellows, the press agent
for the earliest Barnum and Bailey
Circus and found it an apt metaphor
for my life on tour. In 1936, at the tail
end of the Great Depression, Fellows
was watching the style of circus he
loved give way to commercialism
after the Ringling Brothers merger. I
found myself in a similarly desperate
American economy, chasing the
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Fig. 3

dream of a life in rock & roll while the
music industry collapsed around me.
There was magic to the way my band
became my family and making art
gave me a place in the world.
Tell us about the images included
here; what are we looking at?
(Fig. 1 & 2) This is the first draft of
the song “The Disappearing Man,”
which later became the title track
of the musical, but at the time was
labeled “The Magician.” I wrote it In
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Colorado Springs, CO when I was
on tour with Ezra. We were crashing
at the vacant home of one of Ezra’s
family friends and we had a few days
between shows to catch up on sleep
and writing. The chords are in the left
hand column on the first page, then
circled over the words where they
change on the second page. It looks
like I’d made it through the first verse
and chorus, but hadn’t started the
second verse.
(Fig. 3) Two weeks later we were
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8/23/07 - Des Moines, IA
I am in a coffee shop - Iowa, drove
Here from Ottumwa today in
A rain storm and found out
That we were between two tornadoes
Moving towards each other and
Pulled off on the highway and
Pulled off just before they
Collided. Outside the venue
I sat in the car playing
Banjo and I dreamed up
More of my circus album.
I remembered some more songs
That should be on the album
(1) Halfway from here/you to Toledo, “I won’t be
back”
Tightrope walking
Juggler — The Main Character
Of the circus saga is a
Young man who leaves his
Love to join the circus.
(2) The magician — the second new
Song from this summer — about
A magician who is tired of
Decieving everyone.
(3) Sara - the dancer / the assistant
To the magician. The sadest
Woman in the world. Told
From the voice of the commodore.

(4) xx Goliath - A side-show Freak.
(5) The Commodore’s Song — not
Written yet.
(6) Cold in Minnesota / The Legend is
Over. From the voice of the
Young person in “I won’t be back”
(7) Acrobat, Tight rope walker, Lion tamer.
(8) Arms - same voice as (1) + (6)
(9)
(10) I am
So → Circus worthy… Not Right.
- I won’t be back
- The Magician
- Trouble Say
you Will
- Sara
- Anne Bonney
- Goliath
Mary Read
XXXXXXXX
- Annie B
- The Legend is over
- I am I
- Arms
- Subway Hum
- I am
( Jumping Jack)

playing a show in Des Moines, IA
and I started to lay out plans for a
concept album about the circus in
my journal. The song “The Magician”
is mentioned and a song called
“Halfway From You To Toledo”
which later became the act 2 closer, “I
Won’t Be Back.” “Sara” was an older
song about a prostitute that I worked
into the story later once I wrote the
backstory for her and her brother Jack
in a song called “Tough Luck. I later
wrote “Goliath,” the freak show song,
and a song for the tightrope walker I

mention here. “Goliath” was in the
show in all the Cambridge versions
in 2009-2010, but got cut in the first
reading directed by Shakina Nayfack
in New York in 2012. “Arms” and
“I am” remained in the show with
significant rewrites, but “The Legend
is Over” never made it anywhere.
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I want to write in the announcers
And crowd and all the other
Parts of a circus. Tents and
Press agent, newspaper men
Snapping photos. Its that giant
Terrible thing that all adds up.

(Fig. 4) Eventually that fall, back in
Boston, I must’ve finished the lyric
and typed this up. I particularly
like this piece of paper because it
shows the moment I changed the
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Fig. 5 (1/3)

“The Disappearring Man”

Dreamers, the kids

To the rats and the kids.

Fig. 4
title to “The Disappearing Man,”
which would become the title for the
whole project that has now been part
of my life for more than a decade.
It’s also interesting to me that the
first stanza in the second verse is in
brackets. You’ll see in the next image
it eventually got cut.
(Fig. 5) Years have passed. I went to
grad school at where I recruited Brian
Cavanagh-Strong as a vocal arranger
and MD. Brian transcribed the entire
show for the 2012 reading with
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Shakina and these lead sheets got us
through Joe’s Pub, the production
at Cloud City in Brooklyn in 2013,
and the New Works Festival at
Theatreworks Silicon Valley that
summer. The cuts you see on the
score were made while working with
Erik Lochtefeld, who played the title
role in the Joe’s Pub concert.
(Fig. 6, First and Last Pages) In the
four years between Theatreworks
Silicon Valley and 2017 when I teamed
up with a new director West Hyler for
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workshops at MTF, the Rep in St.
Louis, and the Barn Arts Collective in
Maine, I did a significant reworking
of the book of the show. I also learned
to transcribe my music and did this
piano reduction. The show is guitar
driven and I’m not much of a piano
arranger, but the reduction certainly
helps out in the rehearsal room. The
lyric also has a significant rewrite
by now, as the dramatic set up has
changed over time.
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Tell us about your songwriting
process. Was your process for this
project consistent with or different
from the way in which you’ve
approached composition in the past?
This series actually shows my learning
over time more than my current
writing process. Now, even though
I still mostly work by singing all the
parts out loud, I try to transcribe my
songs within a day or two of writing
and do some sort of piano reduction
if the song is for theater. This is new
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Fig. 5 (2/3)

for me and I think a separate process
from the writing itself, but I find it
saves a lot of time later on.

Fig. 5 (3/3)

When you’re first working on these
handwritten lyrics, do you have any
sort of instrument on hand?

The first lyric drafts are page torn
out of a notebook; how do you archive
these kinds of materials?

Usually an acoustic guitar. Sometimes
piano, banjo or electric guitar if the
spirit calls, but guitar is home court.

I have boxes of old journals and
artifacts from shows and tours. One
time when I was cleaning out I saved
these pages in a folder for trips down
memory lane.

The general timeline of the
documentation seems to be:
handwritten lyric drafts with
some chords
typed and printed
final lyrics
lead sheet
fully-
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arranged sheet music. Is this typical
of your process?

much easier than Sibelius and is an
important step along the way.

Yes, but now it all happens much
faster. Also, these images don’t reflect
this, but there are recordings between
each step. First with me alone with
my guitar, then with a band or with
me multitracking the instruments,
then with a band and cast. The piano
reduction is an afterthought to the
collaboration with a band. I record
for a living so Pro Tools comes

There are four years’ time between
the Joe’s Pub lead sheet and the fullynotated sheet music for Barn Arts
Collective. Is there a specific moment
in the process that motivated the key
change?
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I wrote the song in Am. I sang it in Am
in Cambridge. Then David Lutken
sang it in Am in the first NY reading.
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Fig. 6 (1/2)

Fig. 6 (2/2)

We shifted to Cm for Erik Lochtefeld
at Joe’s Pub and it has stayed there
since for Mike Longo (Cloud City),
Bryce Ryness (TheatreWorks), Eric
William Morris (MTF and St Louis
Rep), Nick Blaemire (Barn Arts). The
reason you’re looking at an Am chart
from Joe’s Pub is that I was playing
guitar from that book, with a capo on
the 3rd fret, thus transposing to Cm
but still getting the folky open chord
sound of Am.
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